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Agenda

1. Cookies

a. What are they?

b. Why, who and how do we use them?

c. Why are we getting rid of them? GDPR, ITP and user (ad blocker)

2. How do we manage consent ?

3. How to handle a cookieless world ?



What are cookies ?



What are cookies

A cookie is a small piece of data (<4kb) stored in the browser for a website in the form of a key-value pair, it’s basically 
text (string) in a certain format understandable by the browser:

"User_id" : "12345"

It’s temporary info that a browser wants to store for further requests to that website server.

Concretely:

● It’s a web-based technology (mobile applications are not depending on cookies.
● In the scope of today, it is mainly meant to identify a user, or more specifically a browser.
● It is widely used for advertising and targeting purposes, but not only.



What are cookies

On login, the server stores it and everytime the 
browser makes a request to the server it sends the 
cookie back so the server knows who that user is.

In this case, cookies can be used to identify the user 
Mario the next time he visits wave and the proper 
settings can be reapplied.

It this case, it would be used to set the correct 
language for the identified user and pre-load some 
default information.

Its me Mario

User = Mario

Ho , it’s you , here some 
KPI homie

wave-api.semetis.com



It is important to understand the difference 
between first-party cookies and third-party 
cookies. 

First-party cookies are only available for the 
website owner. It is mainly used to improve the 
experience of the user on the web (login, default 
view, etc.).

Third-party cookies originates from other websites 
and are generally used for advertising purpose. 
Those are at stake today and should disappear in 
the coming years.

What are cookies



Why, who and how do 
we use them?



How do advertising platforms use 
cookies?

Usually a cookie gets set when a user engages with an ad. If that user takes one of any predefined 
actions within a specific time frame the pixel reads the cookie and communicates to the marketing 
platform that one of its campaigns generated a click (or an impression) that resulted in a conversion.

1. Conversion Tracking



How do advertising platforms use 
cookies?

The process works by placing a 1×1 transparent image on a 
website. Then, when the page loads, the pixel sends a request 
to a DSP to retrieve the 1×1 transparent image. 

As the image is returned to the web browser, the DSP creates a 
cookie and saves it on the visitor’s hard drive. 

Then, when the visitor accesses a different website, the DSP is 
able to identify that user and show them the retargeted ad – i.e. 
the shoes they viewed on the previous website. 

2. Remarketing - Showing ads to users that interacted with your domain



How do advertising platforms use 
cookies?

Cookies are also used to limit the exposure of your ads to the 
same user. The user is identified through a third-party cookie.

You can, for example, decide to limit your ad exposure for each 
user to three times a week. Each identified user will see your ad 
maximum 3 times within a week.

3. Frequency capping - Limit your exposure



How do advertising platforms use 
cookies?

In our fragmented industry where users have a lot of devices and touchpoints with your brand 
before making the intended action, attribution can help invest your money the right way by 
identifying what brings revenue and what does not.

As it’s a technology mainly depending on cookies, attribution is at risk.

4. Marketing attribution - how do I spend my money right?



How do advertising platforms use 
cookies?

If you have ever shopped online, you probably noticed how 
quickly you would be targeted for the category of product you 
browsed.

Cookie are used to retarget users for product they visited 
already, but it also allows for the competition to target those 
users. Your browsing behavior and history will therefore impact 
the ads you will encounter.

5. Audience targeting - target pre-qualified customers



Who is impacted?

Most publisher are dependant on ad revenue. Those revenues were mostly based on third-party 
cookies and allowed publishers to propose free content to every users.

With the third-party cookies under threat, publishers will have to find new ways of getting revenues. 
Subscription was the first example of a switch in revenue model.

1. Publishers



Who is impacted?

Most campaigns active today are relying on third party cookies 
for either:

● Targeting and retargeting
● Frequency capping
● Sequencing
● Attribution
● …

2. Advertisers



Who is impacted?

DSPs (Demand Side Platform) and SSPs (Supply Side Platform) are advertising platform that 
make the link between the advertisers, that wants to buy ad space and the publisher that wants 
to sell it’s ad space.

3. DSPs and SSPs



Who is impacted?

Targeting

- 3rd Party Data Providers

- Advertiser 1st Party Data (DMP)

- Re-targeting

Campaign 
Delivery

- Frequency Capping

- Campaign optimization relying on 
users’ data

Reporting & 
Measurement 

- Multi-touch attribution

- Cross-channel reporting

DSPs

Media price-25%

Publishers

Revenue**

Impacted:

Non Impacted
- Geolocation

- Device targeting

- Contextual targeting

- Last-click attribution

- Media Reporting (e.g: CTR, VTR, etc.)

When 
cookies are 
not available: Less Campaigns*-75% -52%

*Teads Studies made on 2 different DSPs in FR, US & UK, Dec 2019
** Google Studies, “Effect of disabling third-party cookies on publisher revenue“



Why are we getting rid 
of cookies?



Why are we getting rid of cookies?

Apple and Safari: The beginning

Impact the 
competition

Get a better 
Marketing image

2016 - Safari: iOS 9

Without turnover 
impact for Apple

The beginning…



Why are we getting rid of cookies?

Users taking action

More privacy
No more ads on 

websites
Faster navigation

The rise of ad blockers



Why are we getting rid of cookies?

Global market following the trend

New browsers 
removing cookies

Laws answering to 
public concern

Technical utilization of the 
cookies

Legal utilization of the 
cookies

From 100% to 65% of web 
traffic supporting cookies

Most of the impacts are 
kept hidden…



Why are we getting rid of cookies?

Google is moving…

Removing 
cookies by 2022

A bold and 
strategic move

66% of web traffic

From 65% to 
10% of cookies in 2022?

92% of Cookies



How does the consent 
work?



General Data Protocol Regulation

● The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) is a regulation in EU law on data protection and privacy in the European Union. It 

also addresses the transfer of personal data outside the EU. The GDPR aims primarily to give control to individuals over their 

personal data.

● Under the GDPR, cookie consent is the most frequently used legal basis that allows websites to process personal data and use 

cookies. GDPR requires a website to only collect personal data from users after they have given their explicit consent to the 

specific purposes of its use.

● In place since 25 May 2018



Transparency and Consent Framework

● The Interactive Advertising Bureau (IAB) runs the Transparency & Consent Framework (TCF) – The purpose of TCF is to standardize 

how businesses – publishers, ad tech vendors, and agencies – can continue running advertising in a way that is compliant with GDPR.

● The primary goal of TCF are to give users transparency into the companies that may be processing their personal data for 

advertising or targeted content purposes and give them control as well over those companies and the purposes for which they’re 

processing data.



Belgian Data Protection Authority

The Gegevensbeschermingsautoriteit (GBA) or L'Autorité de protection des données (APD) is a independent 
institution that supervises if the protection of user privacy is correctly applied. The institution was established by the 
Federal government as of 3 December 2017 and is the successor of the Privacy commission. Some of the functions that 
they serve are:

● Supervision of economical and technological evolutions that could have an impact on the protection of user 
information

● Establish recommendations for the processing of user data and information
● Investigation of complaints about breaches on user & data privacy
● Dispute eventual breaches on data & user privacy



Belgian Data Protection Authority



Get GDPR compliant with Cookie Consent

● Typically, GDPR cookie compliance is achieved on websites through cookie banners that allow users to select and accept certain 

cookies for activation rather than others, when visiting a site.

● Although cookies are mentioned only once in the GDPR, cookie consent is nonetheless a cornerstone of compliance for websites

with EU-located users.

● This is because one of the most common ways for personal data to be collected and shared online is through website cookies. The 

GDPR sets out specific rules for the use of cookies.



Cookie Consent Implementation Process

Analyze impact on 
data gathering

Tracking and GTM 
Implementation

Implementation 
strategy (manual 
or CMP)

Map & categorize 
cookies

Find all cookies that 
your website is using

Have a list of all 1st party 

and 3rd party cookies that 

are residing on the website

1 2 3 4 5

Decide in which bucket 

each cookie falls (Strictly 

necessary, functional, 

performance, advertising)

Go for a manual 

implementation or select 

the CMP you want to work 

with

Prevent tags from firing in 

GTM when no consent is 

given

Analyze the impact of the 

cookie policy on the data 



1. Find all cookies your website is using

Go to the Inspect tool > Application > Cookies

Or you can use a third-party tool that will scrape and list all the cookies on your website



2. Map & categorize cookies with involvement 
of different departments

Once you discovered which cookies your website is using you need to categorize cookies into the different buckets:

● Strictly necessary cookies: These cookies cannot be turned off as they are needed to run the website properly, they do not store any 
personal information. Always opt-in.

● Functional cookies: These cookies remember choices you make (such as language or location) and tailor the experience to improve 
your experience.

● Tracking & performances cookies: These cookies gather information about how you use a website, for example which page you visit 
most often. Used to improve user experience of the website.

● Targeting & advertising cookies: These cookies collect information about your browsing habits and your interests in order to make 
advertising relevant to you.

It is important to align with all the departments (marketing, IT, legal) on how to categorize each cookie. From a marketing point of view 
people might categorize a cookie differently than from a legal point of view. That is why all departments need to be involved to decide in which 
category the cookie will be mapped and if this is compliant with the GDPR policy and no personal information is collected.  

Keep in mind that from a marketing point of view we want to gather as much data as possible. In some cases, you might take the decision to 
go for a light GA tracking (Google Analytics will be on by default) or Consent Mode where you still measure pageviews without consent. This 
will allow you to still measure website data without sending any personal information to GA.



3. Two ways to implement cookie consent on 
your website

Manual implementation

● Custom Javascript cookie banner
● Manual tag exclusion triggers in GTM
● Manual scraping of the website cookies
● No storage of cookie consents

Consent Management Platform (CMP)

● Pre-defined cookies banner templates
● Auto-blocking of tag scripts
● Automatic scraping of the website 
● Storage of cookie opt-ins



4. Tagging and tracking Implementation 

A tag is a piece of JavaScript code that is commonly used to set cookies, although they can be used to set other types of code 
such as tracking pixels. These ‘tags’ collect unique visitor behavior information. 

Tag management systems like Google Tag Manager allow website owners to create and manage how these tags are 
deployed by their website. Instead of having to hardcode separate code for each tag they want to use, Google Tag Manager 
creates the code and embeds it on the site.

Website owners can use tag managers to deploy cookies after the user takes a specific action. For example, when they visit 
your page or when they agree to cookies on your cookie banner. This makes it possible for website owners to only drop cookies 
once they have permission to do so.



4. Tagging and tracking Implementation 

In general we will utilise 2 different kinds of triggers to implement the cookie consent in GTM:

● Accept triggers
● Block triggers

These will block or enable your tags in GTM from firing when a certain type of cookie is accepted or
not.



4. Tagging and tracking Implementation 

dataLayer.push({

‘event’: ‘cookieConsentAccept’

'cookieConsent': {

'functionalCookieAccepted': true

'analyticsCookieAccepted': true

'advertisingCookieAccepted': true

'othersCookieAccepted': true

dataLayer.push({

‘event’: ‘cookieConsentAccept’

'cookieConsent': {

'functionalCookieAccepted': true

'analyticsCookieAccepted': false

'advertisingCookieAccepted': false

'othersCookieAccepted': false

Accept trigger Block trigger



Other things to keep in mind

● Keep record of consent with an event in your analytics system

● Mask the IP address if there is no consent

● Prevent from recording the User ID and personal data if there is no consent

● Prevent from loading the advertising features if there is no consent

● Prevent users from being included in remarketing lists (all advertising networks) if there is no consent

● Sanity check to make sure there’s no PII in your analytics system



What’s next? 
Google Consent Mode

If people click yes: cookies drop - everything will measure - no changes

If people click no: now we know how many people out of the total ad clicks, 
declined cookies, so we can measure a more accurate conversion rate.

New measurement solution to address cookie-less world. Future-proof conversion measurement when cookies 
drop that enables better ways to report conversions and model the smart bidding algorithms



What’s next? 
Google Consent Mode

Example

100 people 
click on ad

30 convert

70 no 
conversion

Conversion rate = 30%

100 people 
click on ad

70 give 
consent

30 no 
consent

30 convert

40 no 
conversion

Conversion rate = 43%

Modeling



What’s the future like 
in a cookieless world ?



What’s the future like in a cookieless 
world

What’s the status in the industry today?

● Everyone is kind of lost.
● Changes need to happen fast but a lot of stakeholders need to be involved.
● It is a fairly technical topic.



What’s the future like in a cookieless 
world

There are mainly two approaches today:

Alternative Identifiers No direct replacement

Innovative Solutions

Contextual Targeting

Privacy Sandbox



Unique ID alternatives

Based on 

Created to 
optimize cookie 
matching 

Not a solutions in a 
world without 
cookie

Based on 

Solutions based on 
hashed emails - true 
solution to cookieless 

Scale challenge: players 
and users have to 
participate to this 
solution 

Open question: Is 
logged-in data 
a sustainable answer to 
user privacy?  

Other initiatives 

Research Project: make 
the industry re-think 
and re-architect digital 
marketing to support 
core industry use 
cases, while balancing 
consumer privacy 
and personalization

Browser IDs: could a 
‘browser’ device ID be 
a solution?



Google Chrome Privacy Sandbox

2 years to: 

• Find the best 
alternatives to 3rd

party cookies

• Collaborate with 
the industry 

Chrome gathering and 
keeping raw data & 
user online activities 

at browser level

The beginning of a long 
journey…

The Reality The Promise

Ad-tech players

Privacy Budget

Federated Learning of 
Cohorts (FLoC)

Trust Token

Turtledove

Conversion Measurement

5 APIs

Services / enriched data



Contextual targeting

Moments when you 
need a camera

Moments when you 
consider running shoes

Wedding
topic

Safari
topic

Honeymoon
topic

Sport event
topic

Fitness
topic

Healthy Food/Living
topic

Moments when you want 
new productivity tools

Time Management
topic

Personal Success
topic

Education
topic



The use of AI & ML

Topic: The Touryst is a bite 

sized, Open-world vacation game

INPUTS
Website: The Verge

Time: 3:44 AM

Device: Cyberpower PC 

Gamer xTreme Computer 97
%

95
%

Male 18-24 PC Gamer

TEADS AI



Cookieless targeting services

More and more Cookieless services will arrive:

Digiseg



Advertisers to focus on 1st party data

● First party data will increase in value. We can expect an increase in login and account creation requests.

● The different actors are expected to give users an incentive to login.

● As remarketing capabilities will be reduced, the first impression will get more and more crucial. Advertisers 
might spend more resources on improving their digital assets.

● Use Lookalike Audiences as these are built 100% on first party data + still leveraging the big data from Google / 
Facebook.

● ITP has no impact on Contextual targeting, Geo targeting and device targeting as no ID is needed.

● Customer Data Platform (CDP) get more and more traction.



Thank you ! Any 
question ?


